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Repository: University of Victoria Special Collections and University Archives
Title: Holiff family fonds
ID: SC510
Date: 1914 - 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2.25 m of textual records and other material.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note
Saul Holiff was born in London, Ontario in 1925 to Joel and Esther Holiff. Joel immigrated to Canada in 1914 from the Kiev region of Russia. Esther, as well as Joel’s sister Ann joined him in 1921, their arrival delayed by the start of the First World War and by anti-Jewish violence in Russia. Over the course of his life, Saul pursued many career and personal endeavors including airman, salesman, entrepreneur, restaurant owner, promoter, talent manager, columnist and television host, and in later years, a student of history.

Holiff left school in grade 10. Soon after, he, along with his brother Morris, joined the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). During World War II, he served as a physical fitness instructor, flight sergeant, and rear air gunner. With support from a Veteran’s fund, Holiff was later able to complete business courses. Following his discharge from the RCAF, Holiff traveled to Hollywood where he spent time on the film studio lots, met celebrities and became fascinated by the celebrity culture of the age and show business generally.

Following his service, Saul sold clothing door to door, ran the family business, Holiff Kustom Kclothes, and opened a drive-in hamburger restaurant, Sol’s Square Boy. Holiff’s interest in music (his own tastes ran to jazz and big band music) and the entertainment business led him to promoting concerts in London, Toronto and elsewhere. Holiff was one of the first promoters to bring the early rock and roll acts into Canada, including Bill Haley and his Comets, The Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Buddy Holly. Through these connections, Holiff met Johnny Cash, becoming his personal manager in 1960. At this point, Holiff started his entertainment management company Volatile Attractions. Under this name he managed several Canadian and American acts including, Tommy Hunter, Statler Brothers, George Jones, The Carter Family, Carl Perkins, and Debbi Lori Kaye, among others.

Saul married Barbara Robinson in 1964. Barbara was born in Winnipeg and moved to London, Ontario in 1957 where she worked as the personal secretary to the director of advertising at the London Free Press; it was at the Free Press that she met Saul. Barbara later provided assistance to Saul in his business affairs. Barbara and Saul had two sons: Jonathan, born 1965, and Joshua, born 1966. Barbara became increasingly interested in the nuclear disarmament movement after moving to Victoria.

Saul Holiff resigned as Cash’s manager in 1973. Following his departure from the music industry, Holiff studied history at the University of Western Ontario, wrote restaurant reviews and hosted a cable television program “Ego’s Nest.” In 1980 he joined Barbara, Jonathan and Joshua in Victoria, British
Columbia, where he completed his Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of Victoria in 1983. After moving to Nanaimo with Barbara, Holiff occasionally wrote for local publications. He was interested in the right to die movement and a member of the Hemlock Society. Saul Holiff died by suicide in 2005.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note


Following high school graduation, Jonathan briefly attended the University of Victoria, but, like his father, was drawn to the entertainment world. He trained as a talent agent at the William Morris Agency in Beverly Hills, was founder and president of the Association of Celebrity Assistants in Los Angeles from 1992 to 1996, worked as a freelance producer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation from 1988 to 1996, and was managing partner of the celebrity endorsement recruiter Hollywood-Madison Group from 1993-2005.

Following his father’s death in 2005, Jonathan learned about Saul’s archives from his mother and embarked upon a project to create a documentary to cast light upon his father’s role in music history, and also to come to a better understanding of his father. Jonathan established New Chapter Productions Inc in 2006 to enable the production of My Father and the Man in Black (2012); he wrote, directed and produced what would become and award winning feature documentary. The film tells the story of Saul from his childhood in London to the significant role he played as a Canadian concert promoter and personal manager in the early days of rock and roll. It follows in particular the manager –talent relationship between Saul and Johnny Cash, the tagline of the film being: “Before there was Johnny and June, there was Johnny and Saul.” The film received a number of awards and nominations:

WINNER "Best Documentary" at 2013 EDINDOCS Edinburgh (Scotland)
WINNER “Best Documentary” at 2012 RADAR Hamburg International (Germany)
WINNER "Best Documentary" at 2013 Available Light Film Festival (Canada)
WINNER "Best Documentary" at 2013 Lewiston Auburn Film Festival (USA)
WINNER "Best Documentary" at 2013 Buffalo Niagara Film Festival (USA)
WINNER "Best Documentary" at 2013 Memphis International Film & Music Festival (USA)
WINNER "Orson Welles Award" at 2013 Tiburon International Film Festival (USA)
WINNER "Audience Favorite" at Valley Doc Fest (Canada) [no date]
WINNER "Best of the Fest" at the 2014 Detroit Jewish Film Festival (USA)
TOP 10 Audience Favorite at 2012 Vancouver International Film Festival (Canada)
TOP 10 Audience Favorite at 2012 Calgary International Film Festival (Canada)

Custodial history

Materials were accrued over Saul’s lifetime were eventually kept in a storage locker in Nanaimo, British Columbia. Family members inherited the contents of the storage locker following his death in 2005. Jonathan Holiff’s materials were accrued from 2006 to 2015 and remained in his personal possession until donation of the Holiff Family fonds to the University of Victoria in 2016.
Scope and content

The fonds consists of records relating to the personal and business lives of the Holiff family, in particular, Saul and Jonathan Holiff. The records relating to Saul’s life date from 1914-2005 and include letters, notes, financial records, photographs, newspaper clippings, an oversize scrapbook, audio-visual recordings and publications that encompass Saul Holiff’s life, including years as an RCAF airman, salesman, entrepreneur, promoter, talent manager, columnist and television host, student of history, husband and father, in London Ontario, briefly in California, and later, British Columbia. The fonds documents Holiff’s early businesses in London as well as his entertainment management company, Volatile Attractions, his work and relationships with several Canadian and American music acts from 1956 to 1978, and most notably as manager to Johnny Cash from 1960 to 1973, amongst Cash’s most successful but personally challenging years. Correspondence between the Holiffs, Johnny Cash, June Carter and other members of the music business continues until 2005. Saul Holiff recorded an audio diary between circa 1967 and 1997 and these recordings provide an intimate look into his personal life, business and, importantly, his relationships with family and business associates, including, Johnny Cash. The records relating to Jonathan Holiff primarily concern the research, preproduction, feature release of and promotion for My Father and the Man in Black, dating from 2006-2015, and consist of 2.85 Terabytes of born digital audio, video, and digitized textual, graphic, and audio visual files, as well as textual, graphic and published materials. Digital materials include items digitized from Saul Holiff’s portion of the Holiff Family fonds for the production of My Father and the Man in Black, commercially published print and music materials primarily concerning Johnny Cash, interviews, production administration records, video masters, commercial release retail DVDs, and promotional materials.

Notes

Title notes

- Source of title proper: Title based on the contents of the fonds.

Immediate source of acquisition

Donated to the University of Victoria by Barbara Holiff and Jonathan Holiff in 2016.

Arrangement

Records were arranged by Jonathan Holiff for use in his documentary film, My Father and the Man in Black.

Alternative form available

Jonathan Holiff created digital copies of key items from the Saul Holiff portion of the fonds for use in the research and production of My Father and the Man in Black, these materials were produced in a variety of digital file types.
Notably, the fonds includes the “Liff [Life] Album”, 1914-1994, 61 x 45 x 5.5 cm, a large format scrapbook, assembled by Saul Holiff, of which a hardcopy and digital reproductions were made.

**Restrictions on access**

Access to family correspondence requires permission of the donors.

**Conditions governing use**

Access on a by-folder basis in the reading room.
Please request access to electronic files in advance of your research visit.
Fonds is made available for research and private study; all other uses require permission of the copyright holders.

**Finding aids**

Finding aid available with file level control for physical records; electronic file listing available at folder level.

**Related material**

UVic Libraries' digital exhibit "Volatile Attractions: Saul Holiff, Johnny Cash, and Managing a Music Legend" https://exhibits.library.uvic.ca/spotlight/holiff features select items from the Holiff Family fonds, including materials related to Saul Holiff's early years and later life, his management of Johnny Cash, and to Jonathan Holiff's documentary "My father and the Man in Black."

**Other notes**

- **Publication status**: Published
- **Physical description**: Includes 812 photographic prints, approximately 600 letters, 71 graphic items (including posters and other promotional materials), 66 publications (monographs and periodicals), 54 video recordings, 52 audio recordings, 4 objects (awards) and 4 hard drives containing 2.85 terabytes of audio, video, photograph, graphic, textual and spreadsheet files in various formats.

**Access points**

- Cash, Johnny (subject)
- Holiff, Saul, 1925-2005 (subject)
- Multiple media (documentary form)
- photographs (documentary form)
- photograph albums (documentary form)
- scrapbooks (documentary form)
- letters (correspondence) (documentary form)
- posters (documentary form)
- video recordings (physical artifacts) (documentary form)
- audiovisual materials (documentary form)
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Publication status:
Published
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Publication status:
Published
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Publication status:
Published
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Publication status:
Published
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**Scope and content:**  

Publication status:
Published
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**File: SC510-Box 1-1.7 - Programs: Saul Holiff**

**Title:** Programs: Saul Holiff  
**ID:** SC510-Box 1-1.7  
**Date:** 1964-1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
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Publication status:
Published
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Title: Holiff Eyes Only Letters, 1 of 2
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Publication status:
Published
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Title: Holiff Eyes Only Letters, 2 of 2
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.10
Date: 1961-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
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**Title:** Vital Records, Ephemera: Saul Holiff  
**ID:** SC510-Box 1-1.11  
**Date:** 1925-1995 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
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Published
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**Title:** Personal History, Reflective Notes: Saul Holiff  
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Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.43 - Letters

Title: Letters
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.43
Date: 1980-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.44 - Letters, Childhood

Title: Letters, Childhood
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.44
Date: 1982-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.45 - Stationery, 1 of 2
Title: Stationery, 1 of 2
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.45
Date: 1956-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.46 - Stationery, 2 of 2
Title: Stationery, 2 of 2
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.46
Date: 1950-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.47 - Publicity Photographs
Title: Publicity Photographs
ID: SC510-Box 1-1.47
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publicity Photographs. [Publicity photographs of June Carter, Johnny Cash, Johnny Western, Statler Brothers and others, during time with Saul Holiff, manager. Also magazine clippings of Johnny Cash, one signed to Saul Holiff. Six photographs of Queen Elizabeth Theatre performance, Vancouver (copyright owned by Frederick Studios).] / Saul Holiff and Jonathan Holiff. -- [Some of these are described in the photos database and include dates. There are also a number of book pages with photographs likely added by Jonathan Holiff during his research for documentary. 18 Photographs.] -- 1962-unknown. [Original folder label: Johnny Cash: Photographs.]

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 1-1.48 - Photographs: Saul Holiff

Title: Photographs: Saul Holiff

ID: SC510-Box 1-1.48

Date: 1928-1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Photographs: Saul Holiff. [Publicity photos of Saul Holiff with various entertainers, family snapshots, portrait of Saul Holiff as a young child, travel shots: locations British Columbia, Ontario, France, South Africa, Australia, 63 prints in total.] / Saul Holiff. -- [65 Photographs. Approximately 30 of these are described in the database.] -- 1928-1999.

Publication status:

Published

Series: SC510-Box 2 - Textual Records, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Records, Graphic Materials

ID: SC510-Box 2

Publication status:

Published
File: SC510-Box 2-2.1 - Tommy Hunter and Saul Holiff

Title: Tommy Hunter and Saul Holiff
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.1
Date: 1966-1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.2 - Jonathan Holiff Career: Photographs

Title: Jonathan Holiff Career: Photographs
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.2
Date: 1980-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.3 - David Holiff: Photographs and Ephemera

Title: David Holiff: Photographs and Ephemera
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.3
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

David Holiff: Photographs and Ephemera. [Clippings; 3 photographs: David Holiff, agent to Jim Carrey and Howie Mandel; Toronto Life, complete issue from February 1985.] / Saul Holiff.
--- [3 photographs. Toronto Life article on David Holiff includes some family information.] --

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.4 - Death and Dying**

**Title:** Death and Dying

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.4

**Date:** 1982-2004 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.5 - Final Exit / Saul Holiff**

**Title:** Final Exit / Saul Holiff

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.5

**Scope and content:**

Final Exit / Saul Holiff.

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.6 - Book of Liff: Items that fell out**

**Title:** Book of Liff: Items that fell out

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.6

**Date:** 1948-1960 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.7 - Book Proposal and Research**

**Title:** Book Proposal and Research  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.7  
**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

Publication status:  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.8 - Book: Passages**

**Title:** Book: Passages  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.8  
**Date:** 2007-2008 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

Publication status:  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.9 - Book: Outline**

**Title:** Book: Outline  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.9  
**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.10 - Notes: Folsom Prison
Title: Notes: Folsom Prison
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.10
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.11 - Book: To file
Title: Book: To file
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.11
Date: 1950-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Book: To file. [Research for book; Includes 3 Saul Holiff original items.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- c.1950-2008

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.12 - Book: Good lines
Title: Book: Good lines
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.12
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.13 - Notes for book
Title: Notes for book
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.13
Date: 2004-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.14 - Book: Research scans
Title: Book: Research scans
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.14
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.15 - Book: Patsy Cline
Title: Book: Patsy Cline
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.15
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.16 - Books, Catchall, Music, Movies, Misc.
Title: Books, Catchall, Music, Movies, Misc.
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.16
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.17 - Bravo, Al Greenfield, Booze, Smoking
Title: Bravo, Al Greenfield, Booze, Smoking
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.17
Date: 1996-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Bravo, Al Greenfield, Booze, Smoking. [Email correspondence with Al Greenfield (producer); Photographs (3) related to 2001 Johnny Cash documentary that Saul Holiff participated in.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1996-2002. -- [3 photographs]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.18 - Articles of Interest: Johnny Cash
Title: Articles of Interest: Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.18
Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.19 - Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary

Title: Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.19
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.20 - Johnny Cash: Religion

Title: Johnny Cash: Religion
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.20
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.21 - Ronnie Hawkins
Title: Ronnie Hawkins
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.21
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.22 - Johnny Cash Chronology
Title: Johnny Cash Chronology
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.22
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.23 - Johnny Cash Biographies
Title: Johnny Cash Biographies
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.23
Date: 2003-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 2-2.24 - Mark Stielper: Correspondence; Essays

Title: Mark Stielper: Correspondence; Essays
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.24
Date: 2001-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Mark Stielper: Correspondence; Essays. [Email correspondence with Mark Stielper regarding Johnny Cash research; Research notes and printouts.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2001-2007. [Combined two files relating to Mark Stielper.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.25 - Documents to See

Title: Documents to See
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.25
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.26 - Books to Read

Title: Books to Read
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.26
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 2-2.27 - Dave Roberts

Title: Dave Roberts
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.27
Date: 1977-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dave Roberts. [Research notes about Dave Roberts; Includes a letter and an email to Saul Holiff from Dave Roberts.] / Saul Holiff and Jonathan Holiff. -- 1977-2006.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.28 - Debbie Lori Kaye

Title: Debbie Lori Kaye
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.28
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.29 - W.S. "Fluke" Holland

Title: W.S. "Fluke" Holland
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.29
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: SC510-Box 2-2.30 - Gene Ferguson
Title: Gene Ferguson
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.30
Scope and content:
Gene Ferguson. [Interview notes.] / Jonathan Holiff.
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.31 - Johnny Western
Title: Johnny Western
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.31
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Western. [Research printouts regarding Johnny Western. Includes copies of emails and letters between Saul Holiff and Johnny Western.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- c.2004-2006
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.32 - Mervyn Conn, Jerry Lee Lewis
Title: Mervyn Conn, Jerry Lee Lewis
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.32
Scope and content:
Mervyn Conn, Jerry Lee Lewis. [Research about Mervyn Conn.] / Jonathan Holiff. [Original folder label: Bob Dylan/MervConn. No reference to Bob Dylan in this folder.]
Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 2-2.33 - Jack Clement

Title: Jack Clement

ID: SC510-Box 2-2.33

Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.34 - George Jones

Title: George Jones

ID: SC510-Box 2-2.34

Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 2-2.35 - B.J. Cook

Title: B.J. Cook

ID: SC510-Box 2-2.35

Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:
**File: SC510-Box 2-2.36 - Bob Wootton**

**Title:** Bob Wootton

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.36

**Date:** 2006-2007 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.37 - Bob Johnston**

**Title:** Bob Johnston

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.37

**Date:** 2006-2007 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.38 - Lou Robin**

**Title:** Lou Robin

**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.38

**Date:** 2006-2007 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**
File: SC510-Box 2-2.39 - Michael Darlow
Title: Michael Darlow
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.39
Date: 1990-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Michael Darlow. [Correspondence and notes regarding Michael Darlow.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 1990-2006.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.40 - Heather Erskine
Title: Heather Erskine
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.40
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.41 - Bill Walker
Title: Bill Walker
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.41
Scope and content:
   Bill Walker. [Interview notes.] / Jonathan Holiff.

Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 2-2.42 - Myra Richman

Title: Myra Richman
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.42
Date: 1995-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Myra Richman. [Correspondence between Saul Holiff and Myra Richman; Clipping.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1995-2005. [Original folder number 2.33.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.43 - Saul Holiff's Chronology

Title: Saul Holiff's Chronology
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.43
Date: 1945-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Saul Holiff's Chronology. [Research for Saul Holiff biography; Saul Holiff records: resumes, etc.] / Saul Holiff and Jonathan Holiff. -- Circa 1945-2006

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.44 - Morris Holiff

Title: Morris Holiff
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.44
Date: 1943-1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Morris Holiff. [Correspondence between Saul Holiff and Morris Holiff (brother), and David Holiff (nephew).] / Saul Holiff. -- 1943-1998.
Published status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.45 - David Holiff**

**Title:** David Holiff  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.45  
**Date:** 1984-2005 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
David Holiff. [Correspondence with and clippings about David Holiff.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1984-2005.

Published status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.46 - Sam ... Ann**

**Title:** Sam ... Ann  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.46  
**Date:** 1953-1986 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

Published status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 2-2.47 - Joel and Esther Holiff**

**Title:** Joel and Esther Holiff  
**ID:** SC510-Box 2-2.47  
**Date:** 1961-1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Joel and Esther Holiff. [Correspondence and other records regarding Saul Holiff’s parents and their deaths.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1961-1977.
File: SC510-Box 2-2.48 - Holiff Name Origin

Title: Holiff Name Origin
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.48
Date: 1993-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.49 - London Little Theatre

Title: London Little Theatre
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.49
Date: 1955-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.50 - Correspondence: Holiff Family

Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.50
Date: 1942-1947 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence: Holiff Family, 1940s. / Saul Holiff. -- 1942-1947.
File: SC510-Box 2-2.51 - Correspondence: Saul Holiff
Title: Correspondence: Saul Holiff
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.51
Date: 1948-1956 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 2-2.52 - Barbara and Saul Personal, plus Keepers
Title: Barbara and Saul Personal, plus Keepers
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.52
Date: 1962-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 2-2.53 - Correspondence: Holiff Family
Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.53
Date: 1954-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence: Holiff Family, 1960s. [Packet of envelopes from letters received by Saul Holiff, 1943-1945. It is probable that Saul Holiff wrote notes and journal entries on the back of the used
File: SC510-Box 2-2.54 - Correspondence: Holiff Family

Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.54
Date: 1972-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.55 - Correspondence: Holiff Family

Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.55
Date: 1980-1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Correspondence: Holiff Family, 1980s. [Correspondence, Jonathan Holiff: Mostly letters from home; Includes draft of short story.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1980-1990.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.56 - Correspondence: Holiff Family

Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family
ID: SC510-Box 2-2.56
Date: 1990-2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.57 - Correspondence: Holiff Family

Title: Correspondence: Holiff Family

ID: SC510-Box 2-2.57

Date: 2000-2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Correspondence: Holiff Family, 2000s. [Correspondence (several printed emails) between members of the Holiff family.] / Holiff family. -- 2000-2006.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 2-2.58 - Family Correspondence: Saul Holiff

Title: Family Correspondence: Saul Holiff

ID: SC510-Box 2-2.58

Scope and content:

Family Correspondence: Saul Holiff. [Miscellaneous enclosures to Jonathan Holiff.] / Jonathan Holiff.

Publication status:

Published

Series: SC510-Box 3 - Textual Records, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Records, Graphic Materials

ID: SC510-Box 3
File: SC510-Box 3-3.1 - Joshua and Jonathan vs. the World and Me

Title: Joshua and Jonathan vs. the World and Me
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.1
Date: 2001-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.2 - JP/JJ Personal i.e. "Holiff" Trust Matters, Letters Regarding Behaviour Attitudes

Title: JP/JJ Personal i.e. "Holiff" Trust Matters, Letters Regarding Behaviour Attitudes
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.2
Date: 1989-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.3 - Drinking

Title: Drinking
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.3
Date: 1991-2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

-- [Original folder label: Sub: Drinking.]

Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.4 - Amerika the Good.

Title: Amerika the Good.
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.4
Date: 1972-2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Amerika the Good. [Email printout; Newspaper clippings; Handwritten notes.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1972-2009.

Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.5 - Accounting Records

Title: Accounting Records
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.5
Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.6 - Incorporation for Volatile Attractions Limited

Title: Incorporation for Volatile Attractions Limited
**File: SC510-Box 3-3.6 - Incorporation for Volatile Attractions Limited**


**Date:** 1965-2003 (date of creation)

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.7 - Miscellaneous Business Ventures**

**Title:** Miscellaneous Business Ventures

**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.7

**Date:** 1953-1993 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.8 - London, Ontario: Snow, Letter to Editor, Articles by Saul Holiff**

**Title:** London, Ontario: Snow, Letter to Editor, Articles by Saul Holiff

**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.8

**Date:** 1963-2002 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:** Published
File: SC510-Box 3-3.9 - Larry... Marnie

Title: Larry... Marnie
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.9
Date: 1970-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Larry... Marnie. [Correspondence with and news clippings about Larry and Marnie Paikin / Saul Holiff. -- 1970-2002. -- [2 photographs.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.10 - Discuss with Mom

Title: Discuss with Mom
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.10
Date: 1963-2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.11 - Religious, Miscellaneous Cults

Title: Religious, Miscellaneous Cults
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.11
Date: 1957-1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 3-3.12 - The Ego's Nest

Title: The Ego's Nest
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.12
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.13 - "Eat, Drink and Be Wary"

Title: "Eat, Drink and Be Wary"
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.13
Date: 1974-1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.14 - School Marks

Title: School Marks
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.14
Date: 1938-1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 3-3.15 - Russia, Hockey

Title: Russia, Hockey
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.15
Date: 1974-1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.16 - Canada-USSR (Friendship) Association

Title: Canada-USSR (Friendship) Association
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.16
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.17 - O Sport Thou Art Peace

Title: O Sport Thou Art Peace
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
O Sport Thou Art Peace. [Canada-USSR items relating to showing the film O Sport Thou Art Peace.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1987.

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.18 - Correspondence: Childhood**

**Title:** Correspondence: Childhood  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.18  
**Date:** 1979-1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.19 - JJH school grades**

**Title:** JJH school grades  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.19  
**Date:** 1973-1980 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.20 - Camp Letters**

**Title:** Camp Letters  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.20
Date: 1972-1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.21 - Miscellaneous for Review

Title: Miscellaneous for Review

ID: SC510-Box 3-3.21

Date: 1965-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.22 - Personal Journal: Saul Holiff

Title: Personal Journal: Saul Holiff

ID: SC510-Box 3-3.22

Date: 1996-2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 3-3.23 - London Little Theatre

Title: London Little Theatre
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.23
Date: 1953-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.24 - Paperweight: Walking in the Footsteps of Jesus
Title: Paperweight: Walking in the Footsteps of Jesus
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.25 - Holiff's Personalized Shopping Service: Tax Return
Title: Holiff's Personalized Shopping Service: Tax Return
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.25
Date: 1954-1955 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 3-3.26 - Financial Statements, Volatile Attractions Limited**

**Title:** Financial Statements, Volatile Attractions Limited  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.26  
**Date:** 1971-1974 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.27 - Management Contract, Volatile Attractions Limited**

**Title:** Management Contract, Volatile Attractions Limited  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.27  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.28 - Management Agreements: Debbie Lori Kaye, and Tommy Hunter, Volatile Attractions Limited**

**Title:** Management Agreements: Debbie Lori Kaye, and Tommy Hunter, Volatile Attractions Limited  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.28  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**
**File: SC510-Box 3-3.29 - House Sales and Purchases: 1531 North Dairy, 509 Jarvis**

**Title:** House Sales and Purchases: 1531 North Dairy, 509 Jarvis  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.29  
**Date:** 1960-1992 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.30 - Holiff Family Mature Student Scholarship**

**Title:** Holiff Family Mature Student Scholarship  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.30  
**Date:** 1984-1990 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 3-3.31 - Letters to the Editor**

**Title:** Letters to the Editor  
**ID:** SC510-Box 3-3.31  
**Date:** 1961-2002 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

File: SC510-Box 3-3.32 - Holiff trusts JJ/JP: Record of Payouts, Administration, Invoices

Title: Holiff trusts JJ/JP: Record of Payouts, Administration, Invoices
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.32
Date: 1975-1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.33 - House Sales and Purchases: Previous listings of 1298 Ocean View

Title: House Sales and Purchases: Previous listings of 1298 Ocean View
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.33
Date: 1989-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.34 - Facts, Travel Information, Miscellaneous...

Title: Facts, Travel Information, Miscellaneous...
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.34
Date: 1979-1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Facts, Travel Information, Miscellaneous... [Clippings, Notes regarding Victoria, Travel, Weather.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1979-1997.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.35 - Vancouver, Past-Present Trips

Title: Vancouver, Past-Present Trips
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.35
Date: 1989-1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.36 - Siegel, Howie and Peter Gary and other Victoria Characters, i.e. Vanton Gary

Title: Siegel, Howie and Peter Gary and other Victoria Characters, i.e. Vanton Gary
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.36
Date: 1991-1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Siegel, Howie and Peter Gary and other Victoria Characters, i.e. Vanton Gary. [Correspondence with and clippings about Howie Siegel and Peter Gary.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1991-1997.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 3-3.37 - Is that all there is?

Title: Is that all there is?
ID: SC510-Box 3-3.37
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Is that all there is? [News clippings; Printed email between Saul Holiff and various people; Newspapers regarding genetically modified food.] / Saul Holiff. -- 2005.

Publication status:

Published

Series: SC510-Box 4 - Textual Records, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Records, Graphic Materials

ID: SC510-Box 4

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.1 - University of Western Ontario, Miscellaneous Courses

Title: University of Western Ontario, Miscellaneous Courses

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.1

Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

University of Western Ontario, Miscellaneous Courses, 1974-1979. [Registration records for University of Western Ontario.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1974.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.2 - Graduation (UVic)

Title: Graduation (UVic)

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.2

Date: 1970-1983 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Graduation (UVic), November 26, 1983. [Convocation, BA, University of Victoria; photographs; Clippings; Cards.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1970-1983. -- [2 photographs.]
Date: 1974-1983 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

English, Miscellaneous. [Notes; clippings; course information.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1974-1983.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.6 - Essays, Preparation

Title: Essays, Preparation

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.6

Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.7 - History Courses

Title: History Courses

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.7

Date: 1979-1983 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

History Courses. [Notes; exams; Clippings etc. regarding History courses.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1979-1983.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.8 - Trois-Pistoles Summer School

Title: Trois-Pistoles Summer School

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.8
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Trois-Pistoles Summer School. / [Registration and accommodation information for University of Western Ontario's Summer French language program at Trois-Pistoles, Quebec; Related correspondence.] Saul Holiff. -- 1973-1974.

Publication status:

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 4-4.9 - University of Victoria: Miscellaneous**

**Title:** University of Victoria: Miscellaneous

**ID:** SC510-Box 4-4.9

**Date:** 1974-1988 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

University of Victoria: Miscellaneous. [Correspondence; Course information.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1974-1988.

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 4-4.10 - Chums Thesis: Image of... Jew**

**Title:** Chums Thesis: Image of... Jew

**ID:** SC510-Box 4-4.10

**Scope and content:**

Chums Thesis: Image of... Jew. [Annotated file folder, empty.]

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 4-4.11 - Humanists, Secular Jews**

**Title:** Humanists, Secular Jews
File: SC510-Box 4-4.11 - Humanists, Secular Jews

Title: Humanists, Secular Jews. [Research; Correspondence; Notes regarding Humanism; Humanist Association of Victoria.] / Saul Holiff. -- 1967- Circa 1997.

Publication status: Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.12 - Golden Reel Orson Wells Award; Ticket Stub

Title: Golden Reel Orson Wells Award; Ticket Stub

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.12

Date: 2011-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status: Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.13 - My Father and the Man in Black Promotion

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Promotion

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.13

Scope and content:


Publication status: Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.14 - My Father and the Man in Black Planning and Research

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Planning and Research

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.15 - My Father and the Man in Black Display Photographs

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Display Photographs

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.15

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black Display Photographs. [Many b/w photographs; A few colour photographs.] / Jonathan Holiff.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.16 - My Father and the Man in Black Props Photographs

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Props Photographs

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.16

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.17 - My Father and the Man in Black, "A Shooting Treatment... First Draft 1.8."
Title: My Father and the Man in Black, "A Shooting Treatment... First Draft 1.8."

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.17

Scope and content:

My Father and the Man in Black, "A Shooting Treatment... First Draft 1.8." / Jonathan Holiff.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.18 - My Father and the Man in Black Audio and Video Logs

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Audio and Video Logs

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.18

Scope and content:

My Father and the Man in Black Audio and Video Logs. [Two spiral bound notebooks.] / Jonathan Holiff.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.19 - My Father and the Man in Black Audience Award, Valley Docfest Film Festival

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Audience Award, Valley Docfest Film Festival

ID: SC510-Box 4-4.19

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.20 - Johnny Cash, The Holy Land
Title: Johnny Cash, The Holy Land
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.20
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash, The Holy Land. [Book; Music scores.] / Johnny Cash. -- DeLuxe Modern World Library, No. 163. -- 1968. [Includes additional booklet, Congregational Mixed Voice Book for Johnny Cash, The Holy Land, tucked inside back cover. It was originally attached with a perforated edge, and intended to be removed.] [Clippings tucked inside back cover: Glen Campbell, Music Star of the Year; Donny Osmond on His Success.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.21 - Johnny Cash Show Souvenir Picture and Song Book
Title: Johnny Cash Show Souvenir Picture and Song Book
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.21
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.22 - Ephemera
Title: Ephemera
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.22
Date: 1963-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 4-4.23 - Ephemera
Title: Ephemera
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.23
Date: 1968-1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.24 - Ephemera
Title: Ephemera
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.24
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Ephemera. [Rolling Stone Magazine Issue 933 featuring a tribute to Johnny Cash by numerous contributors.] -- 2003.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 4-4.25 - Ephemera; Correspondence
Title: Ephemera; Correspondence
ID: SC510-Box 4-4.25
Scope and content:
Ephemera; Correspondence. [Ticket stubs; Back-stage passes; Photographs; Note from Johnny Western.] / - 2 Tickets stubs: Visitors Pass, NBC Universal. - 10 Backstage passes: Johnny Cash Show Personnel.
- Laser printed photograph of Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins (with guitar), Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash jamming together at Sun Records.
- Package from Johnny Western to Jonathan Holiff.

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 4-4.26 - Ephemera**

**Title:** Ephemera

**ID:** SC510-Box 4-4.26

**Scope and content:**
Ephemera. [Clipping; Magazines (Dynamite, What's On Digest); Catalogue (Zion Rootswear).]

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**Series: SC510-Box 5 - Textual Records, Graphic Materials**

**Title:** Textual Records, Graphic Materials

**ID:** SC510-Box 5

**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
My Father and the Man in Black Ephemera, Film festivals. [Pamphlets, Programmes, Postcards, Magazines, Newspapers, etc. for the documentary film.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 5-5.1 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: Canada**

**Title:** Ephemera, Film Festivals: Canada

**ID:** SC510-Box 5-5.1

**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Ephemera, Film Festivals: Canada. [Victoria Film Festival; Ottawa Valley DocFest, Documentary Film Festival; Available Light Film Festival; NXNE Festival; Vancouver International Film Festival.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 5-5.2 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA**

**Title:** Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA  
**ID:** SC510-Box 5-5.2  
**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA (San Antonio, TX; Houston, TX; Beaumont, TX). [San Antonio Film Festival; Houston Cinema Arts Festival; Boomtown Film and Music Festival]. / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 5-5.3 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA**

**Title:** Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA  
**ID:** SC510-Box 5-5.3  
**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Ephemera, Film Festivals: USA (Memphis, TN; Tucson, AZ, Chicago, IL; Boulder, CO; Sonoma, CA). [Sonoma International Film Festival; Memphis International Film and Music Festival; Tucson Film and Music Festival; Boulder International Film Festival; Chicago International Film and Music Fest.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:  
Published
File: SC510-Box 5-5.4 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

Title: Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

ID: SC510-Box 5-5.4

Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Ephemera, Film Festivals: International (Sweden; Belgium; Hamburg, Germany). [Hamburg International Independent Film Festival; Malmo Music Festival; Leuven International Documentary Film Festival.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:

Published

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: SC510-Box 5-5.5 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

Title: Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

ID: SC510-Box 5-5.5

Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Ephemera, Film Festivals: International (Italy; Auckland, New Zealand). [Firenze Festival Internazionale del Film Documentario; Auckland International Documentary Film Festival.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:

Published

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: SC510-Box 5-5.6 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

Title: Ephemera, Film Festivals: International

ID: SC510-Box 5-5.6

Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Ephemera, Film Festivals: International (Cork, Ireland; Copenhagen, Denmark). [Cork Film Festival; Copenhagen International Documentary Film Festival.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.
File: SC510-Box 5-5.7 - Ephemera, Film Festivals: Jewish

Title: Ephemera, Film Festivals: Jewish
ID: SC510-Box 5-5.7
Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Ephemera, Film Festivals: Jewish. [21st Toronto Jewish Film Festival; Los Angeles Jewish Film Festival; San Francisco Jewish Film Festival.] / Jonathan Holiff. -- 2012-2013.

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 6 - Textual Records, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Records, Graphic Materials
ID: SC510-Box 6

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 6-6.1 - My Father and the Man in Postcards. Duplicates

Title: My Father and the Man in Postcards. Duplicates
ID: SC510-Box 6-6.1
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 6-6.2 - [Newspaper]

Title: [Newspaper]
ID: SC510-Box 6-6.2
Scope and content:
[Newspaper] featuring JH. Duplicates.

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 7 - Media Materials

Title: Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 7
Date: 1967-1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Audiocassettes, 34. [Diary; Interviews.]. / Saul Holiff, Barbara Holiff, Jonathan Holiff. -- 1967-1997. [Titles are as written on cassettes.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.1 - SH Audio Diary

Title: SH Audio Diary
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.1
Date: 1967-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 7-7.2 - Kids

Title: Kids

ID: SC510-Box 7-7.2

Date: 1967-1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.3 - Side A: Kids/Bikes/Camp, Birthdays

Title: Side A: Kids/Bikes/Camp, Birthdays

ID: SC510-Box 7-7.3

Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published
File: SC510-Box 7-7.4 - Stewart's Visit to Lon. Tor./Boys Camp

Title: Stewart's Visit to Lon. Tor./Boys Camp
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.5 - JR/SH Phone Discussions; John Mitchell etc

Title: JR/SH Phone Discussions; John Mitchell etc
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.5
Date: 1970-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.6 - Bio/Kids/Mothers Day

Title: Bio/Kids/Mothers Day
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1973/Bio/Kids/Mothers Day [From case spine.] [Side A: (The Kids); Inn on the Park; Moscow Circus; O'Keefe Centre; Dr. Doolittle; Enroute to London Apr/73; Easter Sunday; Vegas Apr 26-May 4; Side B: Mothers Day 1973; May 12 (?) Dorchester; Nashville - Toronto; Vineland - NF; Port Dover - Sincoe; Trip Back to London; Kids Singing; July 4/73.] [Sony C-120.] Reviewed March 1993 / Saul Holiff. 1973.

Publication status: Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.7 - BIO, Good stuff!!!

Title: BIO, Good stuff!!!

ID: SC510-Box 7-7.7

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status: Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.8 - Egos Nest Hypnotism

Title: Egos Nest Hypnotism

ID: SC510-Box 7-7.8

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status: Published
File: SC510-Box 7-7.9 - VVVVV; Barbara About "Pre" Election Campaign; The Kids Life in General; Connie

Title: VVVVV; Barbara About "Pre" Election Campaign; The Kids Life in General; Connie
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

(1973) VVVVV; Barbara About "Pre" Election Campaign; The Kids Life in General; Connie. [From case spine.] [Side 1: Barbara 1973 PSC Campaign, misc. family info, Larry Call, Terrific; Side 2: Evaluation of Joshua, Grey Cup, Problems etc. (From cassette labels).] [Concertape C-30.] / Saul Holiff. 1973.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.10 - Candy Yates Radio Intv with S.H.

Title: Candy Yates Radio Intv with S.H.
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.10
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.11 - A. Poor; B. Excellent; Boys speeches/comments

Title: A. Poor; B. Excellent; Boys speeches/comments
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.11
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1976-78; A. Poor; B. Excellent; Boys speeches/comments. [From case spine.] [Side A: JJ... 1976; Bermuda Triangle Speech; SH Comments; Poor Quality; Side B: 1977/78; Boys Speeches; SH/BH Comments; Hebrew Readings; JP; Violence Essay.] [Memorex 60, MRX2 Oxide.] / Saul Holiff. 1976-1978.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.12 - Rotary Speech

Title: Rotary Speech
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.13 - Jonathan Holiff & Jill Wright -- CKO Network

Title: Jonathan Holiff & Jill Wright -- CKO Network
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.13
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 7-7.14 - Kidstuff (Duplicate)**

**Title:** Kidstuff (Duplicate)

**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.14

**Date:** 1967-1978 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.15 - Kids/SH; A. 1972 Fr songs; B. JR/SH**

**Title:** Kids/SH; A. 1972 Fr songs; B. JR/SH

**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.15

**Date:** 1972 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Kids/SH; A. 1972 Fr songs; B. JR/SH. [From case spine.] [Side A: Kids 1972; Songs, Screams etc.; Side B: JR/SH; Teacher/SH; SH/Mrs. Robinson/Grade 4 Re: JJ, 2nd half ok (From cassette label. More notes on insert.)] [TDK, Normal Bias, 120 EQ, D60.] [Transferred from "R to R" Jan 1993 to used cassette. A side Good; B side So-So.] / Saul Holiff. 1972.

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.16 - ACPA Press (Japan)**

**Title:** ACPA Press (Japan)

**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.16

**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

ACPA Press (Japan). [From case spine.] [Side A: Tokyo Today '96.8.27 (Tue); (Tel Spec.)] Aug-96 [Axia, A1, Type I, 30.] / Saul Holiff. 1996.
**File: SC510-Box 7-7.17 - Saul Holiff History Talk**

**Title:** Saul Holiff History Talk  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.17  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.18 - Saul Holiff**

**Title:** Saul Holiff  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.18  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.19 - Saul Hollif**

**Title:** Saul Hollif  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.19  
**Date:** 1998 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.20 - "Warren on Sat."

Title: "Warren on Sat."
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.20
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
9/13/03 "Warren on Sat." 11:00-2:00. [From case spine.] [Side A: Peter Warren 980 CKNW.] [Fuji, IEC II, Type II, High Position, 90.] / Saul Hollif. 2003.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.21 - Ann 1 & 2

Title: Ann 1 & 2
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.21
Scope and content:
Ann 1 & 2. [From case spine.] [Side A: Ann 1; Side B: Ann 2.] [Maxell, XL II, Position High, 60.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.22 - Ann 3 & 4

Title: Ann 3 & 4
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.22
Scope and content:
**File: SC510-Box 7-7.23 - Ann 5 & 6**

**Title:** Ann 5 & 6  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.23  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.24 - Generations, Growing Up Jewish in the 20th Century**

**Title:** Generations, Growing Up Jewish in the 20th Century  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.24  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.25 - SH Speech: Jewish Comm.**

**Title:** SH Speech: Jewish Comm.  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.25  
**Scope and content:**
File: SC510-Box 7-7.26 - Debbie Lori Kay (Duplicate)

Title: Debbie Lori Kay (Duplicate)
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.26
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.27 - Debbie Lori Kaye

Title: Debbie Lori Kaye
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.27
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Debbie Lori Kaye. [From case spine.] [Side A: Debbie Lori Kaye; Side B: Debbie Lori Kaye (Written on the insert: Jan 16, 1993, and a list of songs.)] [Scotch, Position I, Normal Bias, 120 EQ, 60.] [Transfer from Col. Reel to Reel (Kodak).]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.28 - Saul Holiff, Side A

Title: Saul Holiff, Side A
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.28
Scope and content:
Saul Holiff, Side A (re: Johnny Cash). [From post-it note on case.] [TDK, IEC I, Type I, D60.]

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.29 - WS Holland Tape 1**

**Title:** WS Holland Tape 1  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.29  
**Scope and content:**  
WS Holland Tape 1. [From case spine.] [Side A & B: WS Holland Tape 1.] [Sony, Type I, Position Normal Bias, 120 EQ, HF90.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.30 - WS Holland Tape 2**

**Title:** WS Holland Tape 2  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.30  
**Scope and content:**  
WS Holland Tape 2. [From case spine.] [Side A: WS Holland Tape 2.] [Sony, Type I, Position Normal Bias, 120 EQ, HF90.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 7-7.31 - Kevin Batycki**

**Title:** Kevin Batycki  
**ID:** SC510-Box 7-7.31  
**Scope and content:**  
Kevin Batycki. [From case spine.] [TDK, Normal Bias, 120 EQ, D90.]
File: SC510-Box 7-7.32 - Donna Pacifici

Title: Donna Pacifici
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.32
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.33 - ACPA Press (Japan)

Title: ACPA Press (Japan)
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.33
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 7-7.34 - Johnny Cash, Beck

Title: Johnny Cash, Beck
ID: SC510-Box 7-7.34
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash, Beck. [From case spine.] [Side A: Johnny Cash; Side B: Beck (Written on insert: list of songs.))] [Fuji, IEC II, Type II, High Position, 90.]
Series: SC510-Box 8 - Media Materials

Title: Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 8

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 8-8.1 - Johnny Cash at St. Quentin

Title: Johnny Cash at St. Quentin
ID: SC510-Box 8-8.1
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash at St. Quentin, March 2004 Mar-04 [VHS.] -- [Formerly Box 4b.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 8-8.2 - Johnny Cash & Larry King, CNN

Title: Johnny Cash & Larry King, CNN
ID: SC510-Box 8-8.2
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash & Larry King, CNN November 26, 2002 Nov-02 [VHS, T-120.] -- [Formerly Box 4b.]

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 8-8.3 - Holiff Reunion**

**Title:** Holiff Reunion  
**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.3  
**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 8-8.4 - Holiff Reunion in Arizona**

**Title:** Holiff Reunion in Arizona  
**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.4  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 8-8.5 - Holiff Reunion in Arizona**

**Title:** Holiff Reunion in Arizona  
**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.5  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published
File: SC510-Box 8-8.6 - Kennedy Center Honors

Title: Kennedy Center Honors
ID: SC510-Box 8-8.6
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Kennedy Center Honors: Dec 26/96; Cash, Lemon, Tall Chief, Benny Carter, Albee. [VHS, T-120.] 1996.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 8-8.7 - Holiff Wedding @ Westin Maui, Hawaii

Title: Holiff Wedding @ Westin Maui, Hawaii
ID: SC510-Box 8-8.7
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 8-8.8 - Johnny Cash: The Anthology

Title: Johnny Cash: The Anthology
ID: SC510-Box 8-8.8
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash: The Anthology. [VHS, T-60.] -- [Formerly Box 4b.]

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 8-8.9 - Entertainment Desk (Global)**

**Title:** Entertainment Desk (Global)

**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.9

**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Entertainment Desk (Global) Sept. 19/96 Jonathan Holiff, SP-6 min Sep-96 [VHS, 120.] -- [Formerly Box 4b.]

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 8-8.10 - CHTV News**

**Title:** CHTV News

**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.10

**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

CHTV News, Sept 12/03; Larry King Sept 15/03 CNN Sep-03 [VHS, T-120.] -- [Formerly Box 4b.]

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 8-8.11 - Super 8 to Beta to VHS**

**Title:** Super 8 to Beta to VHS

**ID:** SC510-Box 8-8.11

**Date:** 1961-1964 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Series: SC510-Box 9 - Media Materials

Title: Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 9


Title: Holiff Home Movies: Super 8 - Beta - VHS
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.1
Date: 1981-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.2 - Johnny Cash Half Mile a Day

Title: Johnny Cash Half Mile a Day
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.2
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash Half Mile a Day. / Produced by Hallway Group Productions/TH Entertainment [Bravo Rough Cut, 90m+ (?)] -- [Formerly Box 4c.]

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 9-9.3 - HGM Press: Global TV

Title: HGM Press: Global TV
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.3
Scope and content:
HGM Press: Global TV [VHS, T-120, HGX-GOLD.] -- [Formerly Box 4c.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.4 - Day 21 Tape 1

Title: Day 21 Tape 1
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.4
Scope and content:
Day 21 Tape 1 [Behind the scenes of movie?--KB] [Mini DV, DVM60SEm LP: 90, ME.] In customized "slides" box. -- [Formerly Box 4c.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.5 - My Father and the Man in Black, External Hard Drives

Title: My Father and the Man in Black, External Hard Drives
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.5
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black, External Hard Drives [2]. [2 x DCP Feature and Trailer (on USB)]. -- [Formerly Box 4c.]

Publication status:
Published

Title: Misc. Back-up (2016)/MF Masters, External Hard Drive
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.6
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.7 - Interviews with Johnathan (JH Edit)
Title: Interviews with Johnathan (JH Edit)
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.7
Scope and content:
Interviews with Johnathan (JH Edit) [DVD+R 120min/4.7GB Data DVD.] -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.8 - Jonathan 818-642-6540, Photo & Copy for DVD Face (Press)
Title: Jonathan 818-642-6540, Photo & Copy for DVD Face (Press)
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.8
Scope and content:
Jonathan 818-642-6540, Photo & Copy for DVD Face (Press) [CD-R 52x, 700 MB/80 min.] -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 9-9.9 - Interviews with Johnathan, Master for TV Interview
Title: Interviews with Johnathan, Master for TV Interview

ID: SC510-Box 9-9.9

Scope and content:

Interviews with Johnathan, Master for TV Interview [DVD-R, 120min/4.7GB.] -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 9-9.10 - Book of Life, 156 JPEG Files each @ 5 resolutions

Title: Book of Life, 156 JPEG Files each @ 5 resolutions

ID: SC510-Box 9.10

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Book of Life, 156 JPEG Files each @ 5 resolutions. / By and property of Jonathan Holiff 11/16/09. -- Produced November 2009. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 9-9.11 - CFPL Television New reels, Aircasts

Title: CFPL Television New reels, Aircasts

ID: SC510-Box 9-9.11

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 9-9.12 - Paikin Home Movies

Title: Paikin Home Movies
ID: SC510-Box 9-9.12
Date: 1930-1950 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Paikin Home Movies, 30's to 50's [DVD-R, 4.7GB, up to 16x, 2hrs SP mode.] -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 10 - Media Materials: Research, Commercial DVDs

Title: Media Materials: Research, Commercial DVDs
ID: SC510-Box 10

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.1 - The Gospel Road

Title: The Gospel Road
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.1
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.2 - Eat the Document

Title: Eat the Document
File: SC510-Box 10-10.2 - Eat the Document
Title: Eat the Document
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.2
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Eat the Document. [DVD.] / Bob Dylan. [Reproduction?]
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.3 - Star Route
Title: Star Route
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.3
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.4 - A Gunfight
Title: A Gunfight
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.4
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.5 - Johnny Cash at Town Hall Party
Title: Johnny Cash at Town Hall Party
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.5
Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.6 - Country Style USA, Season 2
Title: Country Style USA, Season 2
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.6
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.7 - Five Minutes to Live/Door-to-Door Maniac
Title: Five Minutes to Live/Door-to-Door Maniac
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.7
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.8 - The Night Rider
Title: The Night Rider
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.8
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.9 - Festival!
Title: Festival!
ID: SC510-Box 10-9
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Festival! [DVD.] -- Eagle Rock Entertainment. [ 

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.10 - Rockin' on Ranch Party
Title: Rockin' on Ranch Party
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.10
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.11 - Johnny Cash: The Man, His World, His Music
Title: Johnny Cash: The Man, His World, His Music
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.11
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.12 - Walk the Line
Title: Walk the Line
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.12
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.13 - Big River and David James as Johnny Cash
Title: Big River and David James as Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.13
Scope and content:
Big River and David James as Johnny Cash. [DVD.] -- TLC Entertainment.

Publication status:
Published

Title: Johnny Cash, The Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.14
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---


Title: Johnny Cash, The Man in Black: A Documentary
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.15
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.16 - Shakespeare was a George Jones Fan

Title: Shakespeare was a George Jones Fan
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.16
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.17 - The Unauthorized Biography of Johnny Cash

Title: The Unauthorized Biography of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.17
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.18 - Biography: Johnny Cash
Title: Biography: Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.18
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.19 - Legends in Concert: Johnny Cash, The Man in Black
Title: Legends in Concert: Johnny Cash, The Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.19
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 10-10.20 - Johnny Cash, The Anthology
Title: Johnny Cash, The Anthology
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.20
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.21 - Nowhere but Texas 2

Title: Nowhere but Texas 2
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.21
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.22 - Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary Special

Title: Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary Special
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.22
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 10-10.23 - Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary Special

Title: Johnny Cash Silver Anniversary Special
ID: SC510-Box 10-10.23
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 11 - Media Materials

Title: Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 11

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 11-11.1 - My Father and the Man in Black Screeners

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Screeners
ID: SC510-Box 11-11.1
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black Screeners. DVDs in cardboard sleeves, 160.

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 12 - Object

Title: Object
ID: SC510-Box 12

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 12-12.1 - Annual RPM Gold Leaf Award

Title: Annual RPM Gold Leaf Award
ID: SC510-Box 12-12.1
Scope and content:
Annual RPM Gold Leaf Award honouring distinguished Canadian music figures / Special Award to Saul Holiff

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 13 - Media Materials
Title: Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 13

Publication status:
Published

Title: My Father and the Man in Black, Special Edition
ID: SC510-Box 13-13.1
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black, Special Edition, DVDs [10 x DVD in card plastic case.] [DVDs in box case.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 13-13.2 - VFX Back-Up
Title: VFX Back-Up
ID: SC510-Box 13-13.2
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: SC510-Box 13-13.3 - Media B/U

**Title:** Media B/U  
**ID:** SC510-Box 13-13.3  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Media B/U. New Chapter Productions. [1.5 Terabytes.] [PHR-S100SUA Hi-Speed eSATA/FireWire/USB2.0 Storage Enclosure for 3.5" SATA HDD.] Old -- no photo masters. 2012. -- [Formerly Doc B.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

Series: SC510-Box 14 - Media Materials

**Title:** Media Materials  
**ID:** SC510-Box 14

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 14-14.1 - My Father and the Man in Black, Tapes

**Title:** My Father and the Man in Black, Tapes  
**ID:** SC510-Box 14-14.1  
**Scope and content:**  
My Father and the Man in Black, Tapes [16]. [2 x HDCAM NTSC Feature 16 x 9 (1.85) LBX CC...] [Videocassette tapes.] -- [Formerly Box.]
File: SC510-Box 14-14.2 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD
ID: SC510-Box 14-14.2
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD [Blu-Ray Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] [Projection copy.] From box containing Master tapes. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 14-14.3 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD
ID: SC510-Box 14-14.3
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD [Blu-Ray Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] [Projection copy.] From box containing Master tapes. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 14-14.4 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD
ID: SC510-Box 14-14.4
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD. / New Chapter Productions, Toronto. [DVD NTSC Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] [DVD-R, 87:25 minutes.] From box containing Master tapes. 2013. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]
File: SC510-Box 14-14.5 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD

ID: SC510-Box 14-14.5

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD. / New Chapter Productions, Toronto. [DVD NTSC Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] [DVD-R, 87:25 minutes.] From box containing Master tapes. 2013. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 14-14.6 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD

ID: SC510-Box 14-14.6

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD. / New Chapter Productions, Toronto. [DVD NTSC Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] [DVD-R, 87:25 minutes.] From box containing Master tapes. 2013. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 14-14.7 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD

Title: My Father and the Man in Black DVD

ID: SC510-Box 14-14.7

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black DVD [DVD PAL Feature 16 x 9 (1.85)] From box containing Master tapes.

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 14-14.8 - My Father and the Man in Black DVD**

**Title:** My Father and the Man in Black DVD  
**ID:** SC510-Box 14-14.8  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 14-14.9 - Media clips, Reporters copy**

**Title:** Media clips, Reporters copy  
**ID:** SC510-Box 14-14.9

**Scope and content:**
Media clips, Reporters copy [DVD-R, 120min/4.7GB.] -- [Not broadcast quality.] From box containing Master tapes. -- [Formerly Box 4d.]

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**Series: SC510-Box 15 - Media Materials: IT Hardware**

**Title:** Media Materials: IT Hardware  
**ID:** SC510-Box 15
File: SC510-Box 15-15.1 - Laptop

Title: Laptop
ID: SC510-Box 15-15.1
Scope and content:
Laptop.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 15-15.2 - Hard drive(s), 4

Title: Hard drive(s), 4
ID: SC510-Box 15-15.2
Scope and content:
Hard drive(s), 4 [External storage drives, boxed, 2; External storage drive in plastic wrapper, 1; Hard drive in plastic wrapper, 1.]

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 16 - Textual Materials

Title: Textual Materials
ID: SC510-Box 16
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.1 - Winners Got Scars Too, The Life and Legends of Johnny Cash
Title: Winners Got Scars Too, The Life and Legends of Johnny Cash

ID: SC510-Box 16-16.1

Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.2 - Winners Got Scars Too, The Life and Legends of Johnny Cash

Title: Winners Got Scars Too, The Life and Legends of Johnny Cash

ID: SC510-Box 16-16.2

Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.3 - The New Johnny Cash

Title: The New Johnny Cash

ID: SC510-Box 16-16.3

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:
File: SC510-Box 16-16.4 - Man in Black

Title: Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Man in Black. [First edition; Hardcover, DJ; Signed by Johnny Cash, July 31, 1975. Inscribed: "To Saul Holiff, We both know that you are much more a part of our lives than is told here. Thank you for living it with me. John".] / Johnny Cash. -- Zondervan Publishing House. -- Grand Rapids, Michigan. -- 1975.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.5 - Among My Klediments

Title: Among My Klediments
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.6 - Country: Twisted Roots of Rock 'n' Roll

Title: Country: Twisted Roots of Rock 'n' Roll
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.6
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.7 - Cash: The Autobiography
Title: Cash: The Autobiography
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.7
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.8 - Johnny Cash: An American Legend
Title: Johnny Cash: An American Legend
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.8
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.9 - Ring of Fire, The Johnny Cash Reader
Title: Ring of Fire, The Johnny Cash Reader
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.9
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.10 - Johnny Cash: Life of American Icon
Title: Johnny Cash: Life of American Icon
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.10
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.11 - Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison, The Making of a Masterpiece
Title: Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison, The Making of a Masterpiece
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.11
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison, The Making of a Masterpiece. [Hardcover with dustjacket. Inscribed: "1/12/06 Jonathan -- Here's to breathing air that hasn't been breathed before. Best, Mike Streissguth.] / Michael Streissguth. -- Da Capo Press. -- Cambridge, Massachusetts. -- 2004.

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 16-16.12 - The Colonel

Title: The Colonel
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.12
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
Published


Title: The Man Called Cash, The Life, Love, and Faith of an American Legend
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.13
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.14 - I Still Miss Someone

Title: I Still Miss Someone
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.14
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: SC510-Box 16-16.15 - Chronicles, volume one

Title: Chronicles, volume one
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.15
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 16-16.16 - The Man Comes Around, The Spiritual Journey of Johnny Cash

Title: The Man Comes Around, The Spiritual Journey of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.16
Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 16-16.17 - Man in White, A Novel

Title: Man in White, A Novel
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.17
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.18 - I Was There When It Happened, My Life with Johnny Cash
Title: I Was There When It Happened, My Life with Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.18
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.19 - Anchored in Love
Title: Anchored in Love
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.19
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.20 - Johnny Cash: The Biography
Title: Johnny Cash: The Biography
**File: SC510-Box 16-16.20 - Johnny Cash: The Biography**

**Title:** Johnny Cash: The Biography  
**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.20  
**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 16-16.21 - Johnny Cash: The Biography**

**Title:** Johnny Cash: The Biography  
**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.21  
**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 16-16.22 - Up Close: Johnny Cash**

**Title:** Up Close: Johnny Cash  
**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.22  
**Date:** 2007 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published
File: SC510-Box 16-16.23 - I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny

Title: I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.23
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny. [Hardcover with dustjacket. First edition.] / Vivian Cash.
-- Scribner. -- New York. -- 2007. [Copy 1 of 2.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.24 - I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny

Title: I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.24
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
I Walked the Line, My Life with Johnny. [Hardcover with dustjacket. First edition.] / Vivian Cash.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 16-16.25 - Johnny Cash: The Great American Contradiction

Title: Johnny Cash: The Great American Contradiction
ID: SC510-Box 16-16.25
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
**File: SC510-Box 16-16.26 - Johnny Cash: The Great American Contradiction**

**Title:** Johnny Cash: The Great American Contradiction

**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.26

**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 16-16.27 - Johnny Cash and Philosophy, The Burning Ring of Truth**

**Title:** Johnny Cash and Philosophy, The Burning Ring of Truth

**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.27

**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 16-16.28 - The Statler Brothers, Random Memories**

**Title:** The Statler Brothers, Random Memories

**ID:** SC510-Box 16-16.28

**Date:** 2007 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 17 - Textual Materials, Media Materials
Title: Textual Materials, Media Materials
ID: SC510-Box 17

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.1 - A History of the Jewish Community of London Ontario
Title: A History of the Jewish Community of London Ontario
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.1
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.2 - Adam to Daniel, An Illustrated Guide to the Old Testament and its Background
Title: Adam to Daniel, An Illustrated Guide to the Old Testament and its Background
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.2
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Adam to Daniel, An Illustrated Guide to the Old Testament and its Background. [Hardcover. Signed by Johnny Cash. Inscribed: "Jan 16 1975 Hendersonville, Tenn. -- To Saul, This is one of

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.3 - Johnny Cash, His Forgotten Guitar, Volume 1

Title: Johnny Cash, His Forgotten Guitar, Volume 1
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.3
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.4 - Songs of Johnny Cash

Title: Songs of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.5 - Johnny Cash, Photographs

Title: Johnny Cash, Photographs
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.5
Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 17-17.6 - Johnny Cash, The Life

Title: Johnny Cash, The Life

ID: SC510-Box 17-17.6

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 17-17.7 - Johnny Cash Chronicle

Title: Johnny Cash Chronicle

ID: SC510-Box 17-17.7

Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Publication status:

Published

---

File: SC510-Box 17-17.8 - Images of America, Folsom Prison
Title: Images of America, Folsom Prison

ID: SC510-Box 17-17.8

Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 17-17.9 - The Country Music Lover's Guide to the USA

Title: The Country Music Lover's Guide to the USA

ID: SC510-Box 17-17.9

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 17-17.10 - Composed, A Memoir

Title: Composed, A Memoir

ID: SC510-Box 17-17.10

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 17-17.11 - Johnny Cash, the Man in Black. Issue 40, 41, 43 (2 c.), 58, 59, 60

Title: Johnny Cash, the Man in Black. Issue 40, 41, 43 (2 c.), 58, 59, 60
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.11
Date: 2004-2009 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.12 - Johnny Cash at San Quentin (Legacy Edition)

Title: Johnny Cash at San Quentin (Legacy Edition)
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.12
Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Johnny Cash at San Quentin (Legacy Edition). [Audio and video recordings and booklet in box: CDs, 2; DVD, 1; Booklet, 1.] / Johnny Cash. -- Columbia/Legacy. -- 2006.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.13 - Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison (Legacy Edition)

Title: Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison (Legacy Edition)
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.13
Date: 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File: SC510-Box 17-17.14 - The Blues Roots of Johnny Cash

Title: The Blues Roots of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.14
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 17-17.15 - Artists, Songs and Recordings that Inspired the Legend of Johnny Cash

Title: Artists, Songs and Recordings that Inspired the Legend of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.15
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: SC510-Box 17-17.16 - Johnny's Blues, A Tribute to Johnny Cash

Title: Johnny's Blues, A Tribute to Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.16
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.17 - Outlaw Blues, Murder Ballads and Prison Songs
Title: Outlaw Blues, Murder Ballads and Prison Songs
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.17
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.18 - Maximum Johnny Cash, The Unauthorised Biography of Johnny Cash
Title: Maximum Johnny Cash, The Unauthorised Biography of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.18
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Maximum Johnny Cash, The Unauthorised Biography of Johnny Cash. [Audio CD. "This is a spoken word product and contains no original music by the artist. It is not authorised by the artist, their record company or management."] / Robin Clifford and Keith Rodway. -- Chrome Talk. -- 2001.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.19 - Johnny Cash's America
Title: Johnny Cash's America
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.19
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash's America. [Audio CD and Video DVD set with booklet.]/ Various artists and contributors. -- Columbia. -- 2008. [Copy 1 of 2.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.20 - Johnny Cash's America
Title: Johnny Cash's America
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.20
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Johnny Cash's America. [Audio CD and Video DVD set with booklet.]/ Various artists and contributors. -- Columbia. -- 2008. [Copy 2 of 2.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.21 - Country Legends: Johnny Cash, I Walk the Line
Title: Country Legends: Johnny Cash, I Walk the Line
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.21
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published
File: SC510-Box 17-17.22 - Johnny Cash, The Interview

Title: Johnny Cash, The Interview
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.22
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.23 - Karaoke Johnny Cash

Title: Karaoke Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.23
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 17-17.24 - Chalkbuster Karaoke, County Artist Series: All Songs in the Style of Johnny Cash

Title: Chalkbuster Karaoke, County Artist Series: All Songs in the Style of Johnny Cash
ID: SC510-Box 17-17.24
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Publication status:
**File: SC510-Box 17-17.25 - Johnny Cash at San Quentin**

**Title:** Johnny Cash at San Quentin  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.25  
**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.26 - Ring of Fire: The Best of Johnny Cash**

**Title:** Ring of Fire: The Best of Johnny Cash  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.26  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.27 - Johnny Cash Sings the Ballads of the True West**

**Title:** Johnny Cash Sings the Ballads of the True West  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.27  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**
**File: SC510-Box 17-17.28 - Carryin' On with Johnny Cash and June Carter**

**Title:** Carryin' On with Johnny Cash and June Carter  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.28  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.29 - Johnny Cash, American Recordings**

**Title:** Johnny Cash, American Recordings  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.29  
**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.30 - Johnny Cash Sings the Ballads of the American Indian: Bitter Tears**

**Title:** Johnny Cash Sings the Ballads of the American Indian: Bitter Tears  
**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.30  
**Scope and content:**  
**File: SC510-Box 17-17.31 - Johnny Cash, Hayride Anthology**

**Title:** Johnny Cash, Hayride Anthology

**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.31

**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.32 - Tennessee Top Cat**

**Title:** Tennessee Top Cat

**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.32

**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 17-17.33 - My Father and the Man in Black, Screeners**

**Title:** My Father and the Man in Black, Screeners

**ID:** SC510-Box 17-17.33

**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 18 - Textual Materials, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Materials, Graphic Materials
ID: SC510-Box 18

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 18-18.1 - Book of Liff or Book of Life

Title: Book of Liff or Book of Life
ID: SC510-Box 18-18.1
Date: 1914-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Book of Liff or Book of Life. [Family Scrap Book. Original.] / Saul Holiff. 1914-1994, 61 x 45 x 5.5 cm, a large format scrapbook, assembled by Saul Holiff. The album includes photographs, newspaper and magazine clippings, personal and business records, correspondence, and ephemera, documenting his personal life.

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 19 - Textual Materials, Graphic Materials

Title: Textual Materials, Graphic Materials
ID: SC510-Box 19

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 19-19.1 - Book of Liff or Book of Life**

**Title:** Book of Liff or Book of Life  
**ID:** SC510-Box 19-19.1  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**Series: SC510-Box 20 - Graphic Materials: Posters, Ephemera**

**Title:** Graphic Materials: Posters, Ephemera  
**ID:** SC510-Box 20  
**Scope and content:**  
Ephemera: Posters and Photographs.

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.1 - Tommy Hunter**

**Title:** Tommy Hunter  
**ID:** SC510-Box 20-20.1  
**Scope and content:**  
Tommy Hunter. [Vinyl Record.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.2 - Magazine Life**

**Title:** Magazine Life
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
  Published

---

File: SC510-Box 20-20.3 - Lobby Posters
Title: Lobby Posters
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Lobby Posters, 5. Gospel Road. 73/49. Number 1 (2 c.), 5, 6, 7.
Publication status:
  Published

---

File: SC510-Box 20-20.4 - Lobby Posters
Title: Lobby Posters
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Publication status:
  Published

---

File: SC510-Box 20-20.5 - Movie Photographs
Title: Movie Photographs
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Movie Photographs, clr, 4. A Gunfight. 71/159.

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 20-20.6 - Clippings. Billboard Magazine

Title: Clippings. Billboard Magazine
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Clippings. Billboard Magazine: six pages. "Top LP's" July 6, 1968 (pp. 76-77); "Hot Country LPs" July 13, 1968 (p. 38); Hot 100 lists for the weeks ending August 23, 30, and September 6, 1969.

Publication status:
Published

---


ID: SC510-Box 20-20.7
Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

File: SC510-Box 20-20.8 - Record Poster. "It Ain't Me Babe, A new song from Bob Dylan on a new single sung by Johnny Cash"
Record Poster. "It Ain't Me Babe, A new song from Bob Dylan on a new single sung by Johnny Cash"

ID: SC510-Box 20-20.8

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.9 - Newspaper front page, photocopy**

Title: Newspaper front page, photocopy

ID: SC510-Box 20-20.9

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.10 - Concert Poster, reproduction Smokey Smith presents The Fabulous Johnny Cash Show**

Title: Concert Poster, reproduction Smokey Smith presents The Fabulous Johnny Cash Show

ID: SC510-Box 20-20.10

Scope and content:
Concert Poster, reproduction Smokey Smith presents The Fabulous Johnny Cash Show

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 20-20.11 - Concert poster. A Man Called Wrycraft Presents In Cash We Trust, A live concert tribute to Johnny Cash...**

**Title:** Concert poster. A Man Called Wrycraft Presents In Cash We Trust, A live concert tribute to Johnny Cash...

**ID:** SC510-Box 20-20.11

**Scope and content:**

Concert poster. A Man Called Wrycraft Presents In Cash We Trust, A live concert tribute to Johnny Cash... Signed "To Johnathan, All the best on your amazing journey and documentary, Chi---[name not legible]."

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.12 - Pressbook**

**Title:** Pressbook

**ID:** SC510-Box 20-20.12

**Scope and content:**

Pressbook, 4 page spread, b/w. Road to Nashville. [Collected images of promotional posters for the film.]

**Publication status:**

Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 20-20.13 - Letter From Victoria Film Festival Director Kathy Kay to Jonathan Holiff**

**Title:** Letter From Victoria Film Festival Director Kathy Kay to Jonathan Holiff

**ID:** SC510-Box 20-20.13

**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Letter From Victoria Film Festival Director Kathy Kay to Jonathan Holiff, thanking him for letting them include his film in the 2013 festival.
Title: Lobby Poster. My Father and the Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.14
Scope and content:
Lobby Poster. My Father and the Man in Black. Victoria Film Festival.

Publication status:
Published

Title: Lobby Posters. My Father and the Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.15
Scope and content:
Lobby Posters. My Father and the Man in Black. [Three different versions, for different venues.] 6 posters.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 20-20.16 - Photograph, clr. "Oceanview."
Title: Photograph, clr. "Oceanview."
ID: SC510-Box 20-20.16
Scope and content:
Photograph, clr. "Oceanview." [Written on back. Number also written on back: 980521B-11.] Birds-eye view depicting two homes.
Published

File: SC510-Box 20-20.17 - Photograph, b/w. Johnny Cash as a gunfighter

Title: Photograph, b/w. Johnny Cash as a gunfighter

ID: SC510-Box 20-20.17

Scope and content:

Photograph, b/w. Johnny Cash as a gunfighter. AG-13-17.

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 20-20.18 - Newspaper clippings

Title: Newspaper clippings

ID: SC510-Box 20-20.18

Scope and content:

Newspaper clippings, 42 items [incl some dupl's]. Collection of newspaper articles about the movie.

Publication status:

Published

Series: SC510-Box 21 - Graphic Materials

Title: Graphic Materials

ID: SC510-Box 21

Scope and content:

Map Folder: Posters and oversized photographs from 2 cardboard portfolio cases, 1 poster tube, and road case.

Publication status:

Published
File: SC510-Box 21-21.1 - Photograph, b/w Carter family photograph

Title: Photograph, b/w Carter family photograph
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.1
Date: 1941 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Photograph, b/w Carter family photograph taken December 1, 1941 by Eric Schaal. Photograph includes (L-R) A. P., Ezra with his wife Maybelle and daughters, Anita, June and Helen with A.P’s wife Sara next to granddaughter Flo Millard and Gladys Carter Millard, with Maybelle’s mom Margaret Addington and A.P.’s son Joe.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 21-21.2 - Poster, reproduction McElroy Auditorium, Waterloo-Iowa...

Title: Poster, reproduction McElroy Auditorium, Waterloo-Iowa...
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.2
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Poster, reproduction McElroy Auditorium, Waterloo-Iowa...

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 21-21.3 - Poster [repro?] Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Three... Hollywood Bowl

Title: Poster [repro?] Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Three... Hollywood Bowl
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.3
Scope and content:
Poster [repro?] Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Three... Hollywood Bowl. [Formerly MD tbd.]
File: SC510-Box 21-21.4 - Poster Statler Brothers
Title: Poster Statler Brothers
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.4
Scope and content:
Poster Statler Brothers. Published by Mercury Records (P-7846). [Formerly MD tbd.]

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 21-21.5 - Lobby Poster Hootenanny Hoot
Title: Lobby Poster Hootenanny Hoot
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.5
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Lobby Poster Hootenanny Hoot. 63/287.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 21-21.6 - Lobby Poster A Gunfight
Title: Lobby Poster A Gunfight
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Lobby Poster A Gunfight. 71/159.

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 21-21.7 - Lobby Poster The Gospel Road**

**Title:** Lobby Poster The Gospel Road  
**ID:** SC510-Box 21-21.7  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Lobby Poster The Gospel Road. 73/49.

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 21-21.8 - Lobby Poster Johnny Cash: The Man, His World, His Music**

**Title:** Lobby Poster Johnny Cash: The Man, His World, His Music  
**ID:** SC510-Box 21-21.8  
**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Lobby Poster Johnny Cash: The Man, His World, His Music. 69/347. [Greasy stain on left edge.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: SC510-Box 21-21.9 - Poster, b/w. Johnny Cash: Backstage, Hammersmith Odeon**

**Title:** Poster, b/w. Johnny Cash: Backstage, Hammersmith Odeon  
**ID:** SC510-Box 21-21.9  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  

**Publication status:**
File: SC510-Box 21-21.10 - My Father and the Man in Black Lobby Posters

Title: My Father and the Man in Black Lobby Posters
ID: SC510-Box 21-21.10

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black Lobby Posters, 11. [Formerly MD tbd.] [4 posters moved from Road Case.]

Publication status:
Published

Series: SC510-Box 22 - Graphic Materials

Title: Graphic Materials
ID: SC510-Box 22

Scope and content:
Lobby posters, 2, framed.

Publication status:
Published

File: SC510-Box 22-22.1 - My Father and the Man in Black

Title: My Father and the Man in Black
ID: SC510-Box 22-22.1

Scope and content:
My Father and the Man in Black. [Coming Attractions lobby poster featuring Johnny Cash, framed.]

Publication status:
Published
**File: SC510-Box 22-22.2 - My Father and the Man in Black**

**Title:** My Father and the Man in Black  
**ID:** SC510-Box 22-22.2  
**Scope and content:**  
My Father and the Man in Black. [Coming Attractions lobby poster featuring Saul Holiff, framed.]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**Series: SC510-Box 23 - Graphic Materials**

**Title:** Graphic Materials  
**ID:** SC510-Box 23  
**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 23-23.1 - RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) Certified Sales Award**

**Title:** RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) Certified Sales Award  
**ID:** SC510-Box 23-23.1  
**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
. RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) Certified Sales Award / Presented to Saul Holiff to commemorate the sale of more than one million copies of the Columbia Records pop single record "A Boy Named Sue" [August 14, 1969 -- source https://www.riaa.com/gold-platinum/?tab_active=default-award&ar=JOHNNY+CASH&ti=A+BOY+NAMED+SUE]

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: SC510-Box 23-23.2 - RIAA Certified Sales Award**
Title: RIAA Certified Sales Award

ID: SC510-Box 23-23.2

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

RIAA Certified Sales Award / Presented to Saul Holiff to commemorate the sale of more than one million dollars worth of the Columbia Records long-playing record album "Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison" [no date; "Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison" was certified Platinum by RIAA May 27, 2003 - source https://www.riaa.com/gold-platinum/?tab_active=default-award&ar=JOHNNY+CASH&ti=JOHNNY+CASH+AT+FOLSOM+PRISON

Publication status:

Published

File: SC510-Box 23-23.3 - RIAA Certified Sales Award

Title: RIAA Certified Sales Award

ID: SC510-Box 23-23.3

Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

RIAA Certified Sales Award / Presented to Saul Holiff to commemorate the sale of more than one million dollars worth of the Columbia Records long-playing record album "Ring of Fire" [February 11, 1964 -- source https://www.riaa.com/gold-platinum/?tab_active=default-award&se=ring+of+fire#search_section

Publication status:

Published